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Texture-surround suppression of contour-shape
coding in human vision
Frederick AA. Kingdoma and Nicolaas Prinsb

Contextual influences on neurons in the primary visual

cortex have largely been studied using simple visual

stimuli and their functional role is still poorly understood.

Using a novel visual after-effect of perceived shape we

show psychophysically that the coding of a contour’s

shape is inhibited by nearby parallel, but not orthogonal

texture orientations. This suggests that neurons in the

visual cortex that are suppressed by parallel orientations

feed their outputs into higher visual areas that are involved

in the processing of contour shape and in the recognition

of objects. NeuroReport 20:5–8 �c 2009 Wolters Kluwer

Health | Lippincott Williams & Wilkins.
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Introduction
In the primary visual cortex of mammals (area V1) a large

proportion of neurons are sensitive to lines of a particular

orientation. Of these, a subset are suppressed by oriented

lines [1–8], or suppressed or enhanced by naturalistic

stimuli [9] placed outside of their classical receptive

fields. With oriented lines the suppression is typically

maximal when the orientations are the same as the

preferred orientation of the neuron, and minimal when

orthogonal (at right angles) to it. Neurons with these

properties are said to exhibit ‘isoorientation surround

suppression’ or IOSS. Computer simulations of the

responses of model IOSS neurons to images of natural

scenes reveal that they are preferentially sensitive to

isolated contours, such as the edges of objects, but

relatively unresponsive to lines in dense textures [10,11].

Behavioural support for the idea that IOSS neurons are

involved in detecting isolated contours comes from

demonstrations of contours becoming ‘lost’ when sur-

rounded, but not occluded by parallel lines [9].

The visual analysis of a contour’s shape is crucial for

object recognition [12,13], and contour shape processing

is believed to be mediated by neurons in visual areas

higher than V1, such as V4 [14–18]. It is possible

therefore that IOSS neurons feed their responses into

contour-shape coding neurons in these higher areas, with

the functional role of IOSS being to accentuate isolated

contours for the purposes of shape coding.

Here we use a behavioural method to determine whether

contour-shape coding is subject to IOSS. The method

involves a novel visual after-effect of perceived shape: the

‘shape-frequency after-effect’ or SFAE [19,20]. The

SFAE is the phenomenon in which adaptation to a sine-

wave-shaped contour produces a shift in the apparent

shape frequency (the number of cycles of shape

modulation per unit visual angle) of a test contour with

a slightly different shape frequency from that of the

adaptation stimulus. The shift is in a direction away from

that of the adapting stimulus [19,20]. Readers can

experience the after-effect in Fig. 1a. If one moves ones’

eyes back and forth along the horizontal marker between

the pair of adapting contours on the left for about a

minute, and then transfers one’s gaze to the spot on the

right, the two test contours above and below the fixation

dot seem to have a different shape frequency, even

though they are physically identical. The after-effect

does not result simply from adaptation to local orienta-

tion, as with the well-known tilt after-effect, but from

adaptation to the curvature in the sinusoidal shape [20].

The nonstatic adaptor version of the SFAE can be viewed

on http://www.mvr.mcgill.ca/Fred/research.htm#contourShape
Perception. The SFAE is useful for probing contour shape

processing in human vision as it presumably results from

changes in the response distribution of neurons specia-

lized for the coding of contour shape, in a manner similar

to that proposed for other spatial after-effects [21,22].

To test whether textured surrounds influence the SFAE

we constructed our stimuli from Gabor micropatterns,

which are small patches of sinusoidal grating windowed

by a smooth Gaussian envelope. Gabors are narrowband

in their luminance spatial frequency composition, and

their use minimizes the possibility of the texture sur-

round having an impact on the contour’s luminance

spatial frequency composition. We measured the SFAE

using three types of adaptor, shown in Fig. 1b. All three
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adaptors contained a central contour consisting of

coaligned Gabor micropatterns. In the ‘contour-only’

condition there was no surround texture; in the ‘parallel-

surround’ condition the central adapting contour was

flanked by an array of similar contours; in the ‘orthogonal-

surround’ condition the Gabors in the flanking contours

Fig. 1
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(a) The shape-frequency after-effect. To experience the after-effect move one’s eyes back and forth along the marker located midway between the
pair of adapting contours on the left for about 90 s, and then shift one’s gaze to the middle of the test contours on the right. (b) Types of adaptor and
test stimulus used in the experiments. Only one of each adaptor pair and only one of the test pair is shown. (c) Shows typical results from one naı̈ve
patient. (d) Results normalized to the contour-only condition and averaged across six patients.
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were rotated by 90 deg. The test contours in all three

conditions were single contours made from coaligned

Gabors, as shown in Fig. 1.

To measure the SFAE we used a conventional psycho-

physical cancellation method in which test subjects

adjusted the relative shape frequencies of two test

contours that had been adapted in opposite directions, as

in Fig. 1a, until they appeared equal in shape frequency –

the point-of-subjective-equality, or PSE (see Methods).

The size of the SFAE was then calculated as the logarithm

of the ratio of test shape frequencies at the PSE.

Methods
Stimuli

The stimuli were displayed by a VSG2/5 video-graphics

card (Cambridge Research Systems, Rochester, Kent,

England) with 12-bits contrast resolution, on a calibrated,

g-corrected monitor running at 120 Hz frame rate

(resolution of 1024� 768 pixels). Stimuli were con-

structed from Gabors with a centre luminance spatial

frequency of 7.0 cycles per degree, contrast of 80%,

bandwidth of 1.5 octaves, mean luminance 42 cd/m2 and

odd-symmetric phase. The Gabors were positioned along

the sinusoidal shape profile with orientations either

tangential or orthogonal to the shape profile. The

centre-to-centre spacing between adjacent Gabors was

randomly selected from within the range ± 0.1 deg

around a mean of 0.3 deg. On average 19 Gabors per string

were present. Stimulus width was 5 deg. Viewing distance

was 100 cm.

All contours had a shape amplitude of 0.2 deg. The two

adaptor contours had shape frequencies of 0.2 and 0.6 c/

deg (geometric mean 0.35 c/deg). The relative shape

frequencies of the two test contours was varied during

the test period (see below) around a geometric mean

shape frequency of 0.35 c/deg. The two adaptors/tests

were presented in the centre of the monitor 2.5 deg

above and below the fixation marker. The shape phases of

both adaptors and both tests were randomized on each

presentation.

The centre adaptor contour consisted of Gabors oriented

tangentially to the profile. Texture surrounds consisted of

six contours above and six contours below the central

adaptor contour, with Gabors oriented either tangentially

(‘parallel’ condition) or perpendicular to the tangent

(‘orthogonal’ condition) (Fig. 1b).

Procedure

Each session began with an initial adaptation period of

90 s, followed by a test period in which test displays of

0.5 s duration were interspersed with top-up adaptation

periods of 2.5 s. Test subjects fixated a marker in between

each pair of contours for the entire session. At the start of

the test period the ratio of the two test shape frequencies

was set to a random number between 0.71 and 1.4. On

each test presentation (signalled by a tone) the subject

indicated which of the two test contours had the higher

shape frequency. The computer then adjusted the

relative shape frequencies of the two test contours in a

direction towards the PSE. The session was terminated

after 25 trials, and the shape-frequency ratio at the PSE

calculated as the geometric mean shape-frequency ratio

over the last 20 trials. Nine measurements were made for

each condition, three in which the upper adaptor had the

higher shape frequency, three in which the lower adaptor

had the higher shape frequency, and three without any

adaptor. The magnitude of the after-effect was calculated

by subtracting the mean log ‘without adaptor’ PSE ratio

from each of the 6 log ‘with-adaptor’ PSE ratio, then

calculating the mean (and standard error) of these

results.

Results
Figure 1c shows a typical result from one of the naive test

subjects, whereas Fig. 1d shows the average results of six

test subjects (only one of whom was an author: F.K.), after

normalization of the parallel-surround and orthogonal-

surround results to the contour-only condition for each

subjects. Introducing flanking contours (the parallel-

surround condition) reduced the SFAE measured in the

contour-only condition by about half. When the micro-

patterns in the flanking contours were rotated by 90 deg,

however, the after-effect was mostly restored. Paired

(within-subject) t-tests were conducted on the non-

normalized data to test for significant differences

between each pair of conditions. After Bonferroni

correcting the P values to allow for multiple comparisons

(by increasing the calculated P values three-fold), the

differences between the contour-only and parallel-sur-

round conditions (t = 5.9, d.f. = 5, P = 0.006), and

between the parallel-surround and orthogonal-surround

conditions (t = 4.253, d.f. = 5, P = 0.024) were both

significant using the P value of less than 0.05 criterion.

The difference between the contour-only and orthogonal-

surround conditions was just nonsignificant (t = 3.216;

d.f. = 5, P = 0.072).

Discussion
The parallel-surround adaptors consisted of multiple

contours covering most of the regions of visual space

containing the test contour, so one might expect their

adaptive effect to be greater than that produced from the

single-contour adaptors. Yet the opposite was found. Why

is this? One might suppose that the ‘good continuity’ of

the individual contours in the parallel surround condition

was disrupted by the micropatterns adjacent to it. In a

recent brief communication, however, we reported similar

results for the parallel-surround versus single-contour

adaptors using continuous contours rather than ones
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constructed from micropatterns (the study did not use

the orthogonal-surround adaptor condition used here)

[23]. Thus disruption of contour continuity is not the

reason for the reduced after-effect with multiple contour

adaptors. It must also be emphasized that the contours

in the parallel-surround condition were not in any way

occluded by the other contours, so an explanation of the

results in terms of overlay masking can also be ruled out.

The central contour in the orthogonal-surround condition

seems to ‘popout’ more than in the parallel-surround

condition. The relative effectiveness with which the

central contour in the orthogonal-surround adaptor

produces shifts in the perceived shape frequency of a

single-contour test may therefore be correlated with its

degree of popout, though not necessarily so – this is an

empirical question. It is worth emphasizing, however,

that the degree to which the adaptor contours popped-

out was irrelevant to the subject’s actual task, which was

to compare the relative shape frequencies of two, single

test contours. Even more important is that the critical

stimulus feature of the adaptor contours – their shape –

is as salient in the parallel-surround as in the orthogonal-

surround adaptors. Yet the impact of the two adaptors

on the perceived shape of the test is so different.

Arguably what is most remarkable is that the parallel-

surround adaptor is ‘packed’ with far more relevant-shaped

contours than either the orthogonal-surround or the

single-contour adaptor, yet produces the smallest after-

effect.

The most likely explanation for the selectively weak

adaptive effect of the parallel-surround condition is that

contour shape mechanisms are inhibited by parallel but

not orthogonal orientations. This could be explained by

supposing that shape-coding neurons in higher visual

areas are directly inhibited by other neurons in the

same area sensitive to parallel structure. On the other

hand, given that many neurons in V1 exhibit IOSS, the

most likely explanation is that these neurons feed their

responses directly into shape-coding neurons in higher

visual areas, and are therefore intimately involved in the

coding of contour shape, and hence object recognition.

Conclusion
Contour shape processing in human vision is inhibited by

the presence of nearby parallel contours. This suggests

that those orientation-selective neurons in the visual

cortex that are inhibited by similar orientations outside

their classical receptive fields are intimately involved in

the processing of contour shape.
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